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I 	 ··What good is academic leaJ:nlilg if yoUng jJ!:!op/edo not learn to··become 
..'. " . . contriDlJ'fing members of society?" . . 
. Jane NelsonI 
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Section One - Getting Started 
I 
IGESL Mission 
I The Institute for Global Education and Service Learning is a non-profit teacher training organization that creates service-learning programs and initiates activity-based 
education in collaboration with schools and organizations across the country and around the 
I world. Our goals are: 

./ Design and implement programs that infuse service-learning methodology and
I brain-based learning theory into schools and communities to promote education 

reform. 

./ Construct and lead interactive training for youth and adults that target
I community needs through service-learning education . 

I 

./ Advance service-learning methodology through research, partnership, and 

publication of educational materials specific to literacy, citizenship, environment 

and human need. 

I The IGESL strongly values brain-based theory in its service-learning programs. Brain-based learning is the creation of a learning environment that places the brain in 
I 
optimal conditions to learn. It is effectively expressed in service-learning methodology 
because of how it insures: 
./ Challenge 
./ Complexity 
I ./ Continuos feedback 
I 
./ Relevance and choice 

./ Novelty and variety 

./ Emotional connection 

I 

'"Never doui:Jt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizen$ can I change· the world,·· indeed it's the· only thing that ·ever has. " 
Margaret Mead 
I 
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Overview of the Methodology 
Service learning is a method of teaching that enriches learning by engaging students 
in meaningful service to their schools or communities through careful integration with I 
established curricula. Service learning has four components that must be practiced to 
provide a quality experience for students: 
./ Preparation: skill development, training, research, and the development of I 
community partnerships. 

./ Action: meaningful service performed by the students for their class, school, or 
 Icommunity . 
./ Reflection: ongoing processing or reconstructing the service experience and 
making the connection to learning, can be accomplished using the forms of Iwriting, doing, telling, and reading . 

./ Celebration: recognizing the students' success with service learning. 

I
What is Citizenship/Service Learning? 
Participation in Kids Initiating Neighborhood Development is designed to empower 
young people to become active citizens by developing academic skills, responsibility, and I 
character while working to meet a real community need. Five citizenship competencies 
provide objectives for development through hands-on service-learning experiences in the 
community. The competencies are deSigned to help students become caring members of I 
their neighborhood, contributors to the improvement of the community and lifelong 
productive citizens. 
The citizenship competencies are: I 
./ To build a sense of community 
./ To examine qualities of good citizens 
./ To research the community I 
./ To select a project 
./ To put ideas into action I 
Scheduling a Citizenship Class ICitizenship development does not happen in isolation. The use of this facilitator's 
manual will be most effective if it is compatible with the culture of the school. The task at 
hand is to integrate the activities suggested into the school curriculum and involve members 
of the community to provide the most beneficial experience for school and/or community. I 
The citizenship curriculum should be addressed at least once each week, in 

collaboration with other subjects, such as Language Arts, Social Studies, Math, and Science 
 Iclasses. 
I 

I 
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Setting up a Project Folder ~ 
I Having each student keep a project folder throllghout the service-learning 

experience helps to provide them with a sense of participation, ownership and 

accomplishment. It is also a valuable tool to assist facilitators and students in identifying
I strengths and areas for improvement. 

I 

The project folders can be located in an area of the classroom that is easily 

accessible to both students and facilitators. Items in the folders can include journals, 

artwork, letters, surveys, group work, research data, newspaper articles, maps, checklists, 

anecdotal records, awards and honors. All items can be dated and accompanied by a short 

caption or description. Throughout this manual there will be a folder icon P indicating
I which materials can be added to the student project folder. 

"Preflection" and Reflection I 
I 
./ "Preflection": Prior to beginning activities in each section, allow time for 
students to respond to "preflection" questions in their journals. Followed by 
time for group discussion . 
I 
./ Reflection: After each activity, select a few of the reflection suggestions 
found at the end of each section. Allow time for students to respond and 
discuss reflections, and how their skills have changed over time. 
I 

"Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of afire. " 
I William B~tler Yeats 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Section Two - Building Q Sense of Community
I 
Objective: The students will demonstrate the ability to work 
together effectively in a variety of group settings.I 
KIND MeetingsI 
I 
The initial step to build a sense of community begins in the classroom. An environment of 
caring and community within the classroom enables students to recognize each other as 
both individuals and teammates. Schedule a weekly KIND meeting comprised of the 
I 
following components: 
,/' Greeting - students greet each other by name, often including handshaking, clapping, 
singing, rhyming and other activities. This practice gives students a sense of worth, 
I 

recognition and inclusion among their peers. 

,/' Sharing - students share personal stories with the class and respond to each other, 

I 

articulating their thoughts, feelings, and ideas in a positive manner. Encourage students 

to use respectful listening skills to allow a comfortable sharing environment. To 

reinforce respect in the classroom a brainstorming of ground rules can be done. 

I 

,/' Classroom Responsibilities - in building class cohesion through active participation, 

assign each student a classroom task. For example, cleaning the chalkboard, collecting 

homework, handing out papers, checking attendance, etc., empowers the students to be 

I 
an active part in upholding the classroom community. 
,/' News and Announcements - as service learning progresses. allow time for students to 
share thoughts and ideas regarding the class project. 
Introduction to Service Learning 
I 
I Discuss with the class the baSic definition and components of service learning. The 
definition of service learning is gaining new knowledge by helping others through community 
service. The four components of service learning are: 
,/' Preparation: skill development. team work, and research 
,/' Action: meaningful service 
I ,/' Reflection: writing, doing. telling, and reading 
,/' Celebration: recognition of a job well done 
I "Preflection" 
Writing: .(:l
I How does working in a group make you feel? 
What are your experiences with working in a group or as a team? 

What makes you nervous or excited about group work? 
I 
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"When one is .helping anotl1erb(Jth ore strong." .' 
,.' .' .•' .. German Pr'overb .. 
Reflection 
After each activity, select a few of the reflection suggestions found at the end of 
this section. Allow time for students to discuss their responses and how their group skills 
improve over time. 
Activity One: 

Working Together: Introducing Listening Skills 

Focus: This is an excellent method to use to let students see what happens when 
there are no rules for conduct and courtesy. It makes a lot of noise, generates laughter, 
and gives students experience with the effects of poor communication skills. 
Talking Down 
Everyone has a partner. The partners sit close together facing each other. Holding eye 
contact the whole time, both partners talk to each other at the same time about a given 
topic, for a given period (thirty seconds to a minute). The aim is to keep talking for the 
duration of time and to make the other person stop talking. There is no physical contact, 
only expressive talk. Players should not hear a word that the other person is saying but 
must concentrate on their own story. A good starting topic is "Everything you did 
yesterday, from the time you woke up until you went to sleep." To ensure a clear 
understanding of the procedure, demonstrate the activity first with an informed 
volunteer. 
Other suggestions are: 
./ Tell your favorite fairy tale with as much expression and animation as possible . 
./ If you could do anything you wanted for a day what would you do? 
8 
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Activity Two: 

Working Together: Exploring Group Roles 

Focus: Everyone has a role when working within a group. We have the power to decide 
whether the role we assume is positive or negative. Once we are aware of the effects our 
behaviors have on the group process we can make better choices about how we interact. 
Role Play: Monkeys to Lions 
As an introduction to this activity, brainstorm with the class important ideas to consider 
when working in a group or on a team. 
Photocopy one set of Role Cards from the next page for each group, with a different role 
and definition on each card. 
LEADER - LION: makes sure the group finishes the task, tries to get everyone involved, and 
leads by example. 
ENCOURAGER - DOVE: acts as the peacemaker, supportive of the group members, and 
helps to solve problems. 
TEAM PLAYER - ANT: joins in and helps out, is a hard worker, and puts the needs of the 
group before her/his own needs. 
HINDERER -MONKEY: fools around, chatters a lot, and stops the group from working. 
PASSIVE PLAYER - TURTLE: goes into her/his shell and does not say or do anything, 
refuses to participate, and acts like a warm blob taking up space. 
../' The students should be divided into groups of at least five. 
../' Give each student in the group a different role card and instruct them to act out the 
role described on the card throughout the entire activity. 
../' ASSign each group the task of producing a detailed drawing of the school or another 
community building. 
../' Give the groups 15 minutes to work . 
../' At the end of the activity, discuss what happened, who was helpful, who was not, etc. 
../' Have the students reveal the roles they were portraying and the positive/negative 
effects on the group . 

../' Make a list of positive and negative group roles and emphasize the choice to be a 

member.
ositive rou 
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LEADER - Lion I 

Makes sure the group finishes the task, tries to get I 

everyone involved, and leads by example. 
ENCOURAGER - Dove 
Is the peacemaker, very supportive of group members, 
cmd helps to solve problems. 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I
PASSIVE PLAYER- Turtle 
Goes into her/his shell and does not say or do anything, I

refuses to participate, and acts like a warm blob taking up 
space. I 

'~.~\:... TEAM PLAYER - Ant 
Joins in and helps out, is a hard worker, and puts the 
needs of the group ahead of her/his own needs. 
HINDERER - Monkey 
Fools around, chatters a lot, and stops group from 
working. 
10 
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Activity Three: 
Working Together: Developing Communication and 
Cooperation Skills 
Focus: The students must use effective verbal communication skills to successfully 
complete this activity. The initial entanglement of students brings about everyone's 
complete participation and promotes team building. After the activity, discuss the skills 
used for untangling the human knot and why these skills are necessary for completing a 
service-learning project. 
The Human Knot 
./' With six to twelve students standing shoulder to shoulder, make a circle . 
./' There should be an even number of students. Each student joins right hands with 
someone across the circle from them. 
./' Students can do the same thing with the left hand. Make sure they take the hand of 
a different person . 
./' With hands tightly held and arms intertwined, the challenge is for the group to 
untangle itself into a circle without letting go of partners' hands. 
./' If the hand-in-hand contact is broken, the group must start over. 
I 

I 

I 
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I Activity Four: 
Working Together: Developing Listening and Hearing Skills I 
Focus: The idea is to have the students communicate with each other in a way similar to 
the children's game "Telephone". They must use good oral communication skills and ask 
evocative questions. The speaker realizes how clearly they must speak and think about what I 
they are going to say before saying it. The other students realize how to ask for specific 
details to accomplish a task. Repeat the activity and rotate the roles to allow the students Ito develop effective communication skills. 
Look, Move, Create 	 I 
./ 	 In the hallway area or an area where other students cannot see what is happening, hang 
up a pre-designed poster with several pictures of simple objects, a flower, a cat, the 
sun, moon, stars, etc. created with a variety of materials (construction paper, I 
newspaper, feathers, pipe cleaners, etc.). The amount of time allotted for the activity 
should be considered when determining the complexity of the picture. 
./ Divide students into groups of four to six. Each group has a supply of materials needed I 
to recreate the poster . 
./ Volunteers are needed from each group to be a LOOKER and a MOVER. The rest of the 
people in the group are the CREATORS. I 
./' 	 The person who is the LOOKER quickly moves to the hallway, studies the picture, and 
describes to the MOVER, who is waiting in the classroom, what is on the poster. The 
LOOKER may not enter the room, and the MOVER may not look at the poster. I 
The MOVER runs back into the classroom and describes what he/she was told to the 

CREATORS who then recreate the picture. The MOVER may not point or use his/her 

hands when describing the poster to the CREATORS . 
 I 
./' 	 After the activity, discuss the skills used for the three roles and why these skills are 
necessary for completing a service-learning project. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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Activity Five: 

Working Together: Accepting the Ideas of Others
I 
I 
Focus: It does not matter how stereotyped or superficial the responses are initially; it 
is the cumulative effect and the awakening of interest that are important in the wider 
I 
social implication. At the end of the activity, each student will choose the candidate they 
believe should have the heart. The outcome of the role-play, who is chosen to have the 
heart, depends on what the student perceives as important. For example, if the students 
I 
look from the perspective of a hospital board member who needs money for the hospital, 
they may choose a candidate who has a large income. If the students look from the 
perspective of a parent whose children depend on him/her, they may choose the candidate 
with the most dependents. 
Role Play: You Have To Have A Heart! I 
I 
../ Hand out a copy of the You Have To Have a Heart! worksheet, found on the next page, 
to each student. 
../ Without any class discussion, have the students individually choose which candidate will 
I 
receive the heart. 
../ Identify five students to play the roles of the five heart candidates. Instruct these 
I 
students to be creative in acting out each of the roles. Encourage them to go beyond 
the given description and create a character that will convince the board to give them 
the heart. 
../ 	 Identify 3-5 students to play the roles of hospital board members. Instruct these 
students to ask interview questions such as: 
I 	 • The board was given background information on your life, could you give us more information about yourself? 
• Why do you feel you deserve the heart? 
I 
 • How wi II you give back to the community if given a second chance at life? 

I 
../ After the interview process, allow time for the board to discuss which candidate they 
would like to choose, and present their decision to the class. 
../ Discuss other opinions held in the class. Include different perspectives that may have 
been taken and the rationale behind these perspectives as mentioned above in the focus. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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You 	Have to Have a Heart! 
I 
Scenario: You are one of the members of the City's Hospital Board and must make a 
crucial decision. Individually you must choose the heart candidate from the descriptions 
below. After the board members interview each candidate, they must come to an I 
agreement about who receives the heart. One important rule that the board always 
observes is that before a member is allowed to express an opinion, he/she must validate the 
thoughts or feelings of another board member, (even if they are different). I 
Step 1: Individually choose the heart candidate. IStep 2: Your teacher will assign the 5 roles and identify board members. 
Step 3: The Interviews 
ICandidates for artificial heart: (All are in critical need of a new heart and will not survive 
without intervention.) 
1. Gene Mutti ­ IAge: 61 

Occupation: suspected of underworld involvement (mafia) 

Description: married, 7 children, extremely wealthy, will donate a very large sum to 
 Ithe hospital following the operation 
2. 	 Selena Santos ­
Age: 23 IOccupation: "B" average student 

Description: single, studies hard, helps support poor family, aspires to be a police 

officer when she graduates 
 I 
3. 	 Anne Walker ­
Age 45 
Occupation: housewife I 
Description: widow, supports 3 children, small income, no savings 
4. 	 Eddie Johnson­

Age 35 
 I 
Occupation: famous actor 

Description: divorced, wife has custody of both children, donates to create shelters 

for the homeless 
 I 
5. 	 Howard Townsent ­
Age: 55 

Occupation: California State Senator 
 I 
Description: married, 1 child, recently elected, financially well-to-do 
I 

I 
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Activity Six: 

Working Together: Developing Empathy 

Focus: Empathy is a powerful skill to possess, especially when working in groups. If a 
person is capable of being empathetic, it is easier to understand the values, opinions, and 
decisions of others. Therefore, it becomes easier to reach the group's goal. 
Role Play: Walk A Mile In My Shoes 
Although many students do not know the meaning of empathy, many are familiar with 
sympathy. Discuss the difference between empathy, a way to put yourself in another's 
position to better understand that person; and sympathy, feeling pity or sorrow for another 
person. Give an example of the difference. 
../' Have the students role-play to explore empathy. Explain that the students will be given 
a scenario in which two people must resolve a conflict. Each role-play will be performed 
twice in front of the class . 
../' In the first performance, tell students to concentrate only on getting their way. 
../' In the second performance, tell students to put themselves in the other person's shoes. 
Encourage the students to be creative in explaining why they feel the way they do. 
./ In order to be empathetic, the students must: 
1. Ask questions such as, why do you feel so strongly about ...? 
2. Listen! 
3. Act on what they have heard in order to compromise. 
Scenarios­
../' Two siblings: Pat wants to borrow Mark's shirt for school. Mark tells him he can't 
borrow the shirt. 
./ Two friends: Elsa is mad at Jessie for stealing her favorite toy. 
../' Two classmates: Keesha told the teacher when Ryan did not participate in class group 
work . 
./ A parent and child: The child wants to playa sport, but the parent will not let him. 
./ A teacher and student: The student is constantly chatting whi Ie the teacher is talking. 
I 

I 
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Activity Seven: 

Working Together: Exploring the Democratic Process 

Focus: This activity creates an environment where students can feel confident asking 
questions and investigating answers. Students learn how to gather information. engage in 
productive dialogue. and work as a team to make decisions and solve problems. Reaching 
conclusions and consensus (a collective agreement) can then be had through voting, majority 
rules, and the process of elimination. which are the underlying principles of a true 
democratic society. 
Lost At Sea 
v" Define consensus and brainstorm with students the skills used to compromise. 
v" Hand out a copy of the Lost At Sea worksheet. found on the next page. to each 
student . 
./' Read aloud to the students . 
./' Students indiVidually rank, or number 1 to 6, the items most needed for survival. 
./' Pair up the students. and have them come to an agreement ranking the supplies most 
needed for survival. 
./' Split the students up into groups of four, and have them rank the supplies. 
./' As a class, discuss the most important item through the voting process . 
./' Explain the importance of the skills used in reaching a consensus. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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 Lost at Sea 
I Scenario: You are adrift on a boat in the middle of the ocean. Much of 
the boat and supplies have been destroyed in the fire. The boat is nowI slowly sinking. 
I 	 You have a rubber life raft just large enough to carry yourself, the crew 
(your teammates) and the items listed below. 
I There are six items still intact and undamaged by the fire. Your task is to 
put them in order of importance to your crew in helping them survive in theI raft until rescued. Place the number 1 by the most important item, the 
number 2 by the second most important, and so on, through to 6, the least 
I important. 
Step 1: Individually number the items from I, (most important), to 6, (least I important). 
Step 2: With a partner, come to an agreement on the order of importance of 
I "the items. 
Step 3: With a small group come to an agreement on the order of importance 
of the items.I Step 4: As a class, come to an agreement on the one most important item 
needed from the boat.I 
I 

I 

I 

Items: My Rank Pair Rank Small Group Rank 
Fishing Kit 
Mosquito Netting 
Shaving Mirror 
Water 
Sheet of Plastic 
Food 
I 

I 
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Activity Eight: .0 
Working Together: Investigating Individual Voices in a 
Community 
Focus: Giving the students the encouragement to voice their own wishes for community 
improvements completes this unit on building a sense of community. This activity both 
empowers students to be active when solving community needs, and to appreciate 
individuality and difference in a positive way. 
Three Wishes 
./ Inform the students that they have been granted three wishes to make their school or 
community a better place. 
./ Students can list their individual three wishes on a piece of paper . 
./ Students can choose one wish to illustrate on a large piece of construction paper . 
./ Include the written wish on the drawing. 
Reflection 
Writing: .0 
What are some important ground rules to establish before working with a group of people? 

Did everyone in the group participate? Why or why not? 

What could your group do differently to work as a team? 

What are the roles of the leaders? 

What are the roles of the team members? 

How are all group roles important in making the group function as a "real" team? 

What role do you usually take on during group work? 

How well did your group listen and take opinions? 

How is this activity relevant to the upcoming service-learning project? 

Reading: 
Hand out articles concentrating on teambuilding and working cooperatively. 
Doing: ~ 
Draw the "group role" animal that represents you the most. 
Telling: 
In small groups students can act out, or role-play, the "group role" animals. 
18 
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Assessing Group Work 
Consider having students observe each other during group work and fill out following 
checklist. 
Observation Checklist for Group Work 
Student Name Observed By: Teacher______ 
Date,____ Peer________ 
Please check the behaviors you observed during group work. 
Criteria: 

On task 

Made a suggestion 

Gave an answer 

Said something positive 

Helped with materials 

Read aloud 

Followed verbal directions 

Physically part of group 

Worked cooperatively 

Listened to others 

Helped clean up 

Additional Comments: _________________ 
I 

I 

I 
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Section Three - Examining Qualities of Good 
I Citizens 
I 	 Objective: The students will be able to examine the qualities 
of ideal citizens and learn to identify values and ethics of selfI 	 and others in the community. 
I "Preflection" 
Writing: ~ 
I 
 What are some things that are important to you? 
Which of those things are not physical objects? (These are considered some of your 
personal values.) 
I 
Discussion of Values 
I 
 The notion of community, in its widest sense, is rooted in the values of its members. 

I 

Values in a classroom, in a community, or individually are strongest if they are implemented 

through development rather than change, with participants taking ownership of the process 

of development. These developed sets of values are reflected in the way people treat each 

other; their ability to act empathetically; and how they respect individual religious and 

moral values, points of view, and way of life. Shared values allow people to communicate 

I effectively with each other, to exercise objectivity and judgment and to respect the truth. 
Values allow people to be self-reliant, self-respecting, self-confident and self disciplined. 

The purpose of the following activities is to have students explore the values they feel are
I important. 

I 

I 

I 
Reflection 
I 	 After each activity, select a few of the reflection suggestions found at the end of this section. 
I 
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Activity One: ~ 

Identifying Values & Ethics: Discovering Positive Qualities 

Focus: This activity gives students the chance to visually express the qualities or 

characteristics of a good citizen. 

Drawing The Ideal Citizen 
Materials: Chart or large paper, markers or crayons 
./ Have students define the word "citizen" and discuss what responsibilities a good citizen 
has to her/his community. 
./ Place the students in groups of 3 to 5 . 
./ Explain to the students that the citizen is neither male nor female - that the gender is 
not important -it is what is inside the person that counts. 
./ 	 Have the students represent all the qualities that make up an ideal citizen. For example, 
the student may draw a heart to show the person cares, hands to show compassion by 
giving a pat on the back or a hug, a brain that thinks logically about what is right or 
wrong, etc. 
• ./ Let the students come up with the other body parts that symbolize their 
characteristics of an ideal citizen. 
./ Once all groups have finished their citizen drawings, have them present their citizen's 
"ideal" characteristics to the class . 

./' Students can add their ideal citizen rlrt'Wllnn<: to their student folders. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
 Reflection 
I Writing: ~ 
I 
 What community need do you feel is most important and why? 
Do you think you can change this community need/issue? Why or why not? 

Write a poem about the community need/issue. 
I Reading: 
I 
Read books about the community need being discussed, share key information with the class. 
Set up a time for students to share the information regarding the community need, with 
I 
younger children. Encourage the students to generate a discussion with the children 
about the needs in their community in relation to what is discussed in the books they 
have chosen. 
Doing: ~ I Create a collage or picture regarding the community need students feel is the most 
important. Students can classify ideas into three areas: cause of the problem, the 
problem, and possible solutions. I 
Telling: 
I Create short presentations regarding the community need/issue. During the presentations students can focus on the cause of the problem, the problem, and possible solutions. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Section Six - Taking Action 

Objective: The students will be able to design and implement 
a service-learning project. 
Reflection 
After each activity, select a few of the reflection suggestions found at the end of 
this section. 
Activity One:.o 
Taking Action: Gaining Focus 
Focus: A mission statement gives you a clear picture of your goal. It helps to guide you 
and your students toward achieving goals and objectives. This activity will give the students 
a specific purpose for the service-learning project. 
Writing a Mission Statement 
./ Explain the purpose of a mission statement . 

./ Create a mission statement from the format below. 

./ Students should record the mission statement and put it in their project folders. 

Our group/class will work together to create change by __________ 

(statement of action). Which will _______________(result). 

and help individuals to (how individuals will 

benefit). 

I 
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Activity Two: ~ 

Taking Action: Identifying Skills 

· Focus: Sometimes special skills are necessary to complete a service project (painting, 
carpentry, gardening, teaching, etc.). Forming partnerships in the community can help the 
class acquire these skills. 
Defining Skills 
./ 	 Using the Skills Needed chart, found on the next page, do a needs assessment of any 
special skills the class project requires. 
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I I 
Skills Needed Community Partnerships or Resources 
Skills Needed 
I 
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Activity Three: ~ 

Taking Action: Creating an Action Plan 

Focus: Creating a plan of action may be as important a part of the service-learning 
experience as the activity involved. Through action planning, the students learn how to 
prepare to meet the need, to perform the service required, and to evaluate the situation 
for follow-up action. Doing an action plan is different from the previous research done 
about the project as it leads the students to become actively engaged. 
Action Planning 
./ Use the Action Plan chart, found on the next page, to create an action plan and timeline. 
Students will use this chart to determine the tasks that need to be accomplished, the 
materials needed, the people they need to contact, as well as the start and completion 
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Action Plan 
I 

Materials ContactPersonTasks 
I 
 I 
 Needed PersonResponsible 
I 

I 

I 

Start Date Completion 

Date 

I 

I 
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"Preflection" 
Writing: ~ 
Finish this statement: 

My biggest fear or concern about this service project is... 

Activity Four: ~ 

Taking Action: Discussing Fears 

Focus: Often service projects can seem overwhelming to students. It is important to 
get them in the right frame of mind by addressing their concerns and fears before going 
out to perform the service. 
Frequent Fears 
Break the students into groups to discuss the frequent fears expressed by young people 
about performing service. 
../' Encourage them to come up with positive responses to each one of the following 
frequent fears. 
1. We are too young. 
2. 	 We won't be taken seriously. 
3. It will be too hard. 
4. 	 We won't know what to do. 
5. 	 The problem is too big for us to make a difference. 
../' 	 Students can use the jigsaw method (form new groups with one person from each of the 
original 5 represented in each new group), and discuss the positive responses their 
groups came up with . 
../' 	 Encourage students to share and discuss other concerns that they may have recorded in 
their journals during the "Preflection". 
Activity Five: ~ 

Taking Action: Writing Business Letters 

Focus: In order to complete the service-learning project, it may be necessary to secure 
donations or support from various community organizations. Teaching the students how to 
write a business letter not only helps them in completing their service-learning project, but 
also helps them develop a valuable skill. 
Letter Writing 
../' Using the example of a Business Letter, found on the next page, explain the proper 
letter format. 
../' For practice: choose a community organization to which the students can compose a 
letter. 
I 
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HEADINGI 

I 

I 

INSIDE 
I ADDRESS 
I 
SALUTATIONI 
BODY 
I 
I 
I 
I CLOSING 
SIGNATUREI 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Name (Jennifer O'Brien) 

School Name (Penn Elementary School) 

Street Address (123 Main Street) 

City, State, Zip Code (Philadelphia, PA 19123) 

Date (September 1,2000) 
Alice Greenthumb 
Philadelphia Garden Center 
2000 Flower Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19124 
Dear Miss Greenthumb: 
I am a 4th grade student at Penn Elementary School. Our class 
is doing a park cleanup for our service-learning project. We 
have been working hard all year long preparing for this 
project. We are asking local businesses to donate some 
supplies for this terrific project. We need flowers and soil to 
complete our park cleanup. Please contact my teacher, Mr. 
Anderson, if you can help us out. 
Thank you for your time and support. 
Sincerely, 
Jt40~ 
Jennifer O'Brien 
Contact Information: 
Mr. Anderson 
Penn Elementary School 
Phone: (215) 987-6543 
Fax: (215) 987-6555 
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Activity Six: <\:l 

Taking Action: Raising Awareness 

Focus: Contacting the media (television, radio, and newspapers) with press releases 
. informs the community of the positive work students are doing and gives community 
members an opportunity to participate. 
Informing the Media 
,/ Explain the importance of including the community. 
,/ Discuss the process of writing a media and press release. 
,/ As a class, create a press release to send to newspapers, television, and radio stations. 
,/ Design school news bulletins, newsletters, assemblies, website pages, etc., to inform the 
school about your class service-learning project. 
,/ Invite school and government officials to your work site or event. 
,/ Have a community day or an open house and invite community members and the media to 
come and see, learn about and help with your project. Enlist the aid of persons who have 
contacts in the public relations or marketing sector to help students launch their 
project or celebrate its completion. 
Documentation <\:l 
Newspaper clippings, photographs, video tapes, audio tapes, plans and written records 
(letters of recognition, signatures from agencies and sponsors etc.), can be added to the 
student project folder or display about the service-learning project. Design an exhibit 
from this information to share with the rest of the school and the community to note the 
contributions your class has made to the betterment of the community and its surroundings. 
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Reflection 
I Writing: ~ 
I 
 Throughout the actual service, students can respond to the following questions: 
What am I learning? 

I 

What is my job/role in the project? 

What skills do I need to complete the project? 

I 

What are some problems that the class is experiencing? 

What are some possible solutions to this problem? 

What am I learning? 

Write a message to be placed in a bottle about the class service-learning project for future 
students to receive. 
I Reading: 
Read articles about other service-learning projects or community service being done in theI community. 
I 
 Doing: ~ 
Draw the plans for the service-learning project. 
I Telling: Students can share with the class the skills that they have learned throughout the service­
learning project. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Section Seven - Project Closure 
I 
I 
Objective: The students will be able to reflect on the 
service-learning project and will be recognized for their 
dedication and hard work. 
I 
I 
I Reflection 
After each activity, select a few of the reflection suggestions found at the end of 
I this section. 
Activity One:I Celebrating: Documenting the Service Project 
I Focus: Creating a display is a perfect way to visually document the service project. Producing a display of the students' work is an excellent way to show the school or 
community center the students' hard work and efforts. 
I Constructing a Service Project Display 
I ./' Gather pictures, surveys, letters, drawings, research statistics, media articles, etc. collected throughout the project. 
I 
./' Creatively arrange and secure the gathered materials on a three-fold display board . 
./' Share the completed display with the rest of the school and community to note the 
contributions the students have made to the betterment of the community. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Activity Two: 

Celebrating: Planning a Celebration 

Focus: Celebration is important to the closure of the service-learning project. This act 
of closure recognizes the students' achievement. The purpose of the celebration is to give 
the students ownership of their project, so their wish should be an integral element in the 
planning process. A celebration can include outside guests or political figures, a party or 
event, luncheon, assembly, field trip, community scavenger hunt, etc. It can include the 
students, as well as the recipients of the service, family members and school officials. The 
important thing is to link the celebration with the students and the service. 
Celebrate Good Times 
../' As a class, brainstorm different celebration ideas . 

../' Using the democratic process, select one idea . 

../' As a class, plan the details of the event: who, what, where, when, why? 

../' If donations or supplies are needed, write letters to local businesses or organizations . 

../' If needed, make and send out invitations for the family members, school officials, or 

other community members. 
../' Students may wish to contact the media for coverage of the celebration event . 
../' Hand out certificates of appreciation or other mementos to the students . 
../' Upon completion of the celebration, make and send thank-you notes. 
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Reflection 
I 
Writing: q:l 
I 
 Final Reflection Questions: 
Describe how you felt about taking on this project and what you thought you might be able 

I 

to accomplish. 

Describe how others in the community felt about your project. 

I 

Do you think that your project made a difference in how you feel about helping others? 

Do you think that your project made a difference to your community? 

What have you personally learned from participating in this project? 

I 
If someone else were to attempt this project, what obstacles could you prepare him/her to 
overcome? 
Students can creatively share their final reflections on the service-learning project in the 
form of a poem or short story. 
I Reading: Read articles about other service-learning projects or community service being done in the 
community.I 
Doing: q:l 
I Students can creatively share their final reflections on the service-learning project in the form of a picture. 
I 
 Telling: 
Students can share their final reflections with the class in the form of a short presentation 
or skit. 
I 
I 
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Section Eight - Evaluation & Assessment 
I 
Objective: The student and facilitator will be able to evaluate 
and assess the service-learning project. I 
FacilitatorI Evaluation is an itnportant part of tnonitoring student progress towards achieving 
their goals. This process should be frequent and involve the students thetnselves;I encourage students to participate in assessing their own strengths and areas of itnprovetnent. Docutnentation of these evaluations should be included in the students' 
project folders so they are able to see their growth throughout the year.I Students can be evaluated by the facilitator or selves using tne Evaluating Student 
Mastery of Competencies fortn provided in this tnanual. Sitnilar evaluative tools should be 
used to assess student perfortnance of oral presentations and products derived frotn I reflection sessions. Tne facilitator or the class can develop these evaluative tools. 
Student .0I 
Involving students in the evaluation process is also very itnportant. Students are 
tnost critical of tnetnselves and their peers. This is an asset in evaluating the work theI students are doing throughout the project. Provide the students with the Observation 
I 
Checklist while working on the project. This evaluation can be cotnpleted as often as the 
facilitator feels necessary. After tnore than one evaluation, nave the students cotnpare the 
evaluations. This cotnparison will show tne students itnprovetnents, as well as what they 
need to continue working on. This checklist can be included in the project folder. 
I Project 
I It is also itnportant to assess tne success of the project through evaluations by the students, facilitator, recipients of the service, and other tnetnbers of the cotntnunity 
I 
involved in the project. One good tool is the Evaluating the Project fortn provided in this 
tnanual. Allow students to develop additional surveys specific to their project to aid in the 
evaluation process within the cotntnunity. 
I 
I 
I 
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Evaluating Student Mastery of Competencies 

Student Name: Project Name: 
School: Date: 
Evaluated By: Self: Facilitator: 
Ability to work 
effectively in a variety 
of 
Ability to examine the 
qualities of ideal 
citizens, & values & 
ethics of self and 
others. 
Exhibits an 
understanding of 
"'1'''' .. " .... c.'I'''" values 
Models the 
expectations of the 
class code 
Demonstrates 
sensitivity to others of 
different hM"lin.·", 
Actively seeks to 
understand & respect 
different opinions & 
ideas 
Displays ability to 
research a community 
leader 
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Ability to recognize, 
appreciate, & support 
elements of the 
community. 
OVERALL ABILITY 
Ability to implement 
decision-making skills to 
select a project. 
OVERALL ABILITY 
Ability to design & 
implement a service-
OVERALL ABILITY 
Conducts & accurately 
records an interview 
Develops a survey to 
gather & compile 
specific information 
Identifies local 
agencies that can 
provide services 
Can explain possible 
caUSeS of a community 
problem 
Understands the 
effects of a need on all 
members of a 
Ability to prioritize 
needs in the communi 
Focuses on specific 
Identifies necessary 
skills 
Completes action plan 
Follows through with 
plan 
I 
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Assessing Group Work 
Consider having students observe each other during group work and fill out following 
checklist. 
Observation Checklist for Group Work 
Student Name Observed By: Teacher______ 
Date Peer_______ 
Please check the behaviors you observed during group work. 
Criteria: 
On task 
Made a suggestion 
Gave an answer 
Said something positive 
Helped with materials 
Read aloud 
Followed verbal directions 
Physically part of group 
Worked cooperatively 
I Listened to others 
IHelped cle_a_n_u_p___~,-----_____--, 
Additional Comments: _______________ 
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Evaluating the Service-Learning Project 
School: Project Name: 
Evaluated By: Self: Facilitator: 
Other: Date: 
I 

I 

The project met a "real" community need. 
The project offered opportunities for 
students to demonstrate active 
I 
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Community members had opportunities to 
assess the of the 
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Section Nine - Glossary of Terms 
I I Action _ the meaningful service p~rformed by students for their class, school, and 
I • communi . Advocacy - telling leaders about a community need to help solve the problem (includes 
I 

writin lett~rs, makin hone calls, a earin before a town council). 

Areas of Service: education (tutoring, literacy programs, and other activities to 

augment educational goals), citizenship (addressing service & social issues, advocating 

I 

causes to political entities), environmental (clean - ups, creating habitats, measuring 

, pollution levels, and constructing outdoor classrooms), human services (intergenerational 

! &oral histo ro 'ects, assistin eo Ie with s ecial needs, and s ecial centers). 

I 

Assets - the ositive as ects of a communit . 

I Brainstorming - a pooling of ideas, facts, impressions, attitudes; utilizing the knowledge, 

• imagination and outlook of each group member as a resource and a tool for stimulating 
creative thought. Students are encouraged to express ideas freely with holding 
'ud ement for later.I Celebration - the recognition that students and communities deserve for a job wellI 
I 
done, can be personal, small group, or large group. 

Issue - a need or roblem in a communi .
'Communi 
I Consensus- collective agreement that everyone in a group can agree upon and live with. 
I 

I 

Community Partners - people in the community that can assist, advise, and mentor 
students during the service-learning experience. 
Community Resources - organizations and businesses in the community that provide 
services to people. 
Critical Thinking - examining data for credibility and practical value. Includes 
categorizing, analYSiS, inferencing, and synthesis. 
I I Democratic Process - The gathering of information through open discussion, fact-
I 

· finding and research as a team, class or small group. Answers and conclusions are 

· reached throu h consensus, votin and ma' ori rule to romote decision-makin . 

· Direct Service - doing hands-on work to solve a community problem (actually building, 

• teaching, painting or servi" food). 
~--~------~--------------------------------~ 
I 
• Ethics - common values shared b a rou of eo Ie. 
Indirect Service - being involved in the capacity building to solve a community problem 
(recruitin & trainin volunteers, collectin food). 
Journal - a notebook kept by the student to record observations, feelings, ideas, 
I (includin answers!o uestions osed b the facilitator).I Mission statement - a statement reached through consensus that identifies for 
students and everyone involved in a specific project the broad goal. The content guides I the people involved in the project toward achieving the goals and objectives outlined. Mission st(]tement's help the 'tearrl'sta focused and ives ur ose to their actions. 
I Outcomes - the actual service. 
I 
Policy - a principle, plan, or course of action taken by a government, organization, or 
individual, to solve a roblem. Policies are translated into law b overnment action. 
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Portfolio - a collection of student work (essays, artwork, data collected, videos, letters, 
awards) that is compiled throughout the service experience and used for evaluation by 
facilitator and student as well as for documentation of service. 
Preflection - purposeful focus on specific ideas or questions before a learning 
experience. 
Public Opinion - what people in the community think and feel about an issue. 
I Reflection - processing or reconstructing the service experience and making the 
connection to learning. It is ongoing and can take one of four forms: writing, doing, 
telling, and reading. 
Service Learning - a teaching methodology that enables students to learn and develop 
through active participation in thoughtfully organized experiences that meet actual 
community needs. The service is integrated into the academic curriculum and is 
coordinated with the school and the community. 
Values - personal expresSions of what is important to an individual or group. 
I 
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Appendix: Suggested Reading List 
I 
I 
Citizenship 

Arnie and the New Kid - N. Carlson 

I 
Fritz and the Beautiful - J. Brett 

Stone Soup - M. Brown 

Wanda's Roses - P. Brisson 

Community Safety 

I Just One Flick of the Finger - Marybeth Lorbiecki 

Conflict Resolution
I Creating the Peaceable School - Richard Bodine 

Don't Shoot! We May Both Be on the Same Side - Kathy Beckwith 
Teaching Students To Be Peacemakers - David Johnson I 
I 
Environment 
A Kid's Handbook for Keeping Earth Healthy and Green - A. Holmes 
I 
Cartons, Cans and Orange Peels - Where Does Your Garbage Go? - Joanna Foster 
Come Back. Salmon - Molly Cone 
Just A Dream - C. Van Allsburg 
I 
Pro-Earth - N. Hundertmark 

Tree of Life - B. Bash 

Waterman's Boy - Susan Harpe 

Gardening

I Seedfolks - Paul Feishman 

Hunger and Homelessness
I Tales of the Bronx - Jill Pinkwater 

I 
The Hundred Dresses - Eleanor Estes 

The King of Dragons - Carol Fenner 

Orphan Train Rider - Andrea Warren 

I Values The Mellops Go Diving For Treasure - T. Ungerer 
I 

I 
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